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Anthropocene, a widely discussed term that connects geology with culture, is a time period that in
my view extends present deep into the past. It is
the geological period of time when humanity becomes a subject to transform the geological formulation of the earth. Though the beginnings of
the anthropocene are attributed to the industrial
era, our hypothesis attributes anthropocene to the
early times of western antiquity. I claim that in the
terms of geological time, historic time is so short
that even antiquity becomes an experience of synchrony. This claim is rather subjective than objective. The question here is how we experience time
and history. That is why I am not going to argue in
terms of epistemology but rather in the terms of
an artistic approach and practice, with an open
reflection to theory. My theoretical reflections are
responding to the presocratic theories concerning
the construction of Cosmos, -mainly Anaximander’s
cosmological construction - and then we will turn
to a Heideggerian approach to the enigmatic world
of stones. This narration followed my personal adventure in two projects that the one come as a reflection and a continuation of the other. The first
project was “Anaximander in Fukushima” in 2014
and the other is “The Man who Wanted to Look
Into the Stones” is a recent one. “Anaximander in
Fukushima” is an imaginary sojourn where we ask
for traces of the anthropocene in the early antiquity. The practice of collecting technical particles
and laying down among them on the ground leads
the project (img. 1). In the second part I am going
to describe a practice where we search for traces
of the anthropocene even in what we conceive as
pure nature, that is: a geological approach practiced upon the stones (img. 2)

img. 2 crashing the stones

IN THE TERMS OF GEOLOGICAL
TIME, HISTORIC TIME IS SO SHORT
THAT EVEN ANTIQUITY BECOMES
AN EPERIENCE OF SYNCHRONY

img. 1 quarry

A Nature/Culture Conspiracy
Since we got aware that the anthropocene describes a historic condition for the planet, antiquity
has become part of the present. In what sense? In
the sense that the formulation of geology by the
means of human action, which is tyrannically obvious today has begun and developed even in the early times of antiquity. Classical antiquity has played
a crucial role in conceiving and using the means for
extended mineralization that since then constantly reshape the form of the earth. Technique is the
means for that. In the way Anaximander described
Cosmos we find out that then, in antiquity, the universe could already be understood as a metaphor
of a technical apparatus. He described the earth as
an architectural particle (sfondylos of a column)
and cosmos as the interior of a mineral furnace. In
these scheme appears nothing like nature. Cultural objects such as a column or a furnace represent
the construction of cosmos. Thus what we call for
centuries “Nature” has been seen from really early
as nothing more than a technical construction. In
a project called “Anaximander in Fukushima, Genealogies of Technique”, I have tried to show through
a trans-historic voyage from the Aegean to Japan,
(img. 3)

img. 4 cosmic furnace
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that what we live today is an antique experience.Our
world is our own construction. The nuclear furnaces destructed in Fukushima are developed replicas
of their ancestor: the cosmic furnace described by
Anaximander (img. 4). The destruction of the nuclear
reactors and the wide territory around them was an
outcome of a nature/culture conspiracy. The earthquake, the wave, the melt of the nuclear ‘furnaces”
form a sequence in a nature/culture mega-event.
In a more scientific approach, the genealogy of
the furnaces can be included in a general framework. The genealogy of all technical apparatuses
from early antiquity (img. 5) to the present (img.
6) prove how through technique we experience
the past into the present. Not as a representation
img. 6 reactor/model

but rather as a diachronic experience in our everyday practice. In other terms the claim could be: We
have always been technical, We have always been
modern.

Then a new question arose: Is technical apparatus
and its genealogy the only evidence on earth for
the early tecnicalization and mineralization of the
earth? And then I started thinking not of the technical means and their genealogy. But also I thought
of natural matter and its potential genealogies as
well. Is there anything like pure natural matter?
And then my interest slept from objects to matter
from technical means to the substance of mineralization which is what we know as “stones”. Are
stones natural or are they cultural? Stones, taken
as a “grand reserve” for mineralization of the past
but also mineralization to come in the future, cannot be reconsidered as natural. Not only because
in very many of them a trace of animal or human
history is incorporated but also because stones are
there for their potential mineralization for the future. Then here, we respond to the challenge of a
future science named “Lithology” 1.

WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN TECHNICAL,
WE HAVE ALWAYSBEEN MODERN

The lithology of a rock unit is a description of its physical characteristics visible at outcrop, in hand or core samples or with low magnification microscopy, such as colour, texture, grain size, or composition.[1]
[2][3] It may be either a detailed description of these characteristics or
be a summary of the gross physical character of a rock.[4] It is the basis
of subdividing rock sequences into individual lithostratigraphic units
for the purposes of mapping and correlation between areas. In certain
applications, such as site investigations, lithology is described using a
standard terminology such as in the European geotechnical standard
Eurocode 7. (wikipedia)
1

Lithology as a Potential Science
“Lithology” is a potential science aiming to investigate the material world of stones as composite
phenomena of nature/culture in the Anthropocene. Stones are considered to be neither parts of
the natural world nor of human culture by itself. In
epistemological terms stones are not merely the
objects of geological studies and yet they are not
the objects of “pure” archeological research. In geology there isn’t anything like cultural content in
the object to be scientifically explored. Stones are
pure matter. In archeology there appear nothing
like “nature” in stones. Stones are considered only
as evidence for a historical or cultural process. How
can we synthesize these distinct approaches? I
would like to introduce the hybrid term “arch/geology” to describe epistemological construction of
a potential “lithology”.
Very shortly, I would like now to suggest a theoretical framework to trace the field of Lithology. How
can we conceive “lithology” in an intermediate field
in-between the geological and the archeological?
Anything can be geological. Anything can be archeological. A cultural approach to the stone-world

would insist that there is nothing “objective” there.
If so, then how is the subject of scientific research
included in the object of his/her research? More
precisely: How is the “lithologist” incorporated in
the stone world?

ARCH/GEOLOGY

Stone Interior
There are two controversial paradigms of philosophical or theoretical approach to the stone
world that I like to discuss in a prospect to synthesize them in one, by misunderstanding both of
them. The coincidence is funny: From one side, the
conservative post-romantic, Mr Martin Heidegger.
From the other side the radical materialist: Mr Emmanuel De Landa.
In the “Origins of the Work of Art”, M. Heidegger refers to the impossibility of getting an access to the
interior of the stone2. Crashing the stone in two,
instead of revealing its interior, the problem doubles: After cutting the stone access is impossible to
the interior of two stones! So on, and so on. Pure
exteriority dominates in the cosmic space between
the broken parts of stones, like in any planetary
system, where fragmented rocks are planets and
asteroids. This situation reminds us of the Lacanian
topology of the psychic content: getting an access
to the deep dark core of the unconscious where the
desire for the other dominates, we find only otherness that is, absolute exteriority. From the other
side, our curiosity to get to know nature in depth
deconstructs the material of our investigation.
Manuel De Landa, in a post deleuzian materialistic
approach to the roots of culture proposes a topological model for understanding the human in the
context of the material world. He lets us understand
culture as a process of continuous petrification and
mineralization3. The topology of the interior- exterior is as follows:
After a long process of biological evolution there
comes the turn of the vertebrates (σπονδυλωτά)
to conquer the world in a constant petrification of
the world. This world is full of stones and bones.
Cultural activity produces flesh in-between the esoskeleton of human body and the exoskeleton of
material culture, which is stone houses and fortress
walls surrounding them. The deeper you get to the
fleshy matter of culture the more your reach to a
petrified core, which is: the bones. And, when time
comes for fortresses to collapse then the earth, as a
single stone, becomes our bodies’ exoskeleton and
the overall apparatus for global power to control.
In a funny coincidence, both Heidegger and De
Landa describe culture as a continuous process
of petrification. Heidegger puts it like that: “ Earth
tends always to draw the world into itself and keep

it there” 4. I like to notice this strange coincidence
that affirms my beliefs: Hard core materialism activate highly metaphysical assumptions.

FLESH IN-BETWEEN THE ESOSKELETON
OF HUMAN BODY AND THE
EXOSKELETON OF MATERIAL CULTURE
CULTURE IS A CONTINUOUS PROCESS
OF PETRIFICATION

”If we attempt such penetration (to the stone) by smashing the rock
then it shows us its pieces but never anything inward, anything that is
open up. The stone has instantly withdrawn again into the same dull
weight and mass of its fragments”,
M. Heidegger, “The Origins of the Work of Art” in the book “Of the Beaten
Track”, Cambridge University Press, ed. Julian Young, Kenneth Haynes
3
From Manuel De Landa’s magnificent A Thousand Years of Nonlinear
History, a narration of the possibilities enabled via organic-mineral alliance:
“In the organic world ... soft tissue (gels and aerosols, muscle and nerve)
reigned supreme until 500 million years ago. At that point, some of the
conglomerations of fleshy matter-energy that made up life underwent
a sudden mineralization, and a new material for constructing living
creatures emerged: bone. It is almost as if the mineral world that had
served as a substratum for the emergence of biological creatures was
reasserting itself, confirming that geology, far from having been left behind at a primitive stage of the earth’s evolution, fully coexisted with
the soft, gelatinous newcomers Primitive bone, a stiff, calcified central
rod that would later become the vertebral column, made new forms
of movement possible among animals, freeing them from many constraints and literally setting them in motion to conquer every available
niche in the air, in water, and on land. And yet, while bone allowed the
complexification of the animal phylum to which we, as vertebrates, belong, it never forgot its mineral origins: it is the living material that most
easily petrifies, that most readily crosses the threshold back into the
world of rocks. For that reason, much of the geological record is written
with fossil bone. The human endoskeleton was one of the many products of that ancient mineralization. Yet that is not the only geological
infiltration that the human species has undergone. About eight thousand years ago, human populations began mineralizing again when
they developed an urban exoskeleton: bricks of sundried clay became
building materials for their homes, which in turn surrounded and were
surrounded by stone monuments and defensive walls. This exoskeleton served a purpose similar to its internal counterpart: to control the
movement of human flesh in and out of a town’s walls. The urban exoskeleton also regulated the movement of many other things: luxury objects, news, and food…Thus, the urban infrastructure may be said to
perform, for tightly packed populations of humans, the same function
of motion control that our bones do in relation to our fleshy parts. And,
in both cases, adding minerals to the mix resulted in a fantastic combinatorial explosion.” (24-6)
75
4
M. Heidegger, Of the Beaten Track, ed. Julian Young, Kenneth Haynes,
Cambridge University Press
2

What we just described, by the two paradigms, is
actually the field of work for the lithologist. “Lithology” is proposed to be the interdisciPLANETary science to confront human action in the fleshy area
between stones and bones, in the thick ground of
earth including, more recently, asteroids, comets
and planets, that is, the stone- world that surround
our planet. (img. 7)

1. Calculation:
In order to count the stones on a site for lithological
research, one has to define the geometrical framework within which the action of calculation is implemented. Extending the archeological method
of systematic excavation, an orthogonal grid is projected to the ground. Yet the grid is not constant. It
moves. It rolls parallel to the steps of the lithologist
in an exhausting scan of the ground (Video *).
2. Signification:

img. 7 asteroid

Being practically impossible to bring all stones from
the field - work to the laboratory, identification and
classification have to be implied in situ. In a highly
entropic stone- world such as in a quarry or a river bed, the lithologist identifies stones by signing
a letter on each of them. Stone-letters become an
assemblage in a pre-lingual situation. Distances
between the stone-letters provide a potential for
lingual sequences able to produce meaning or not
(Video *).

Petrification and Assemblage

3. Reproduction:

The more practical questions being raised in the Lithology Project are: How do we document, classify,
sensualize, experience and understand stones beyond the genealogies of the natural _ which is the
geological from one side, and the cultural_ which is
the archeological from the other side. Assembling
stones is the archaic method either to built the cultural exoskeleton or to study the single elements of
the world of whom we consist. Assemblage doesn’t
refer to the stone-world as a description of its objectivity. This is the typical deleuzian approach to
assemblage, as a description of the complex social system that is followed by De Landa. We don’t
aim to understand the world as an assemblage but
rather to practice assemblage as a method to make
the stone world be revealed. Heidegger would simply call this process of stone revelation “gathering”.
The lithologist is the assembler. He is a mediator,
an agent in the stone world. Rather than implying
a general, abstract scientific plan he/she wanders
in a petrified world looking for proofs of petrification. The body of the scientist performs like a tool
for research. He is the subject of lithic assemblage.
The lithological research is organized through certain agencies, that means: ways of assemblage-actions. These agencies include:

Stones cannot reproduce themselves. This can
happen only through representation. The image of
the stone can be eternally reproduced. Even one
single stone can be represented from countless
points of view and then be reproduced in countless printable scales. Assembling the multiple representations of one single stone a one-stone- wall
or a one-stone-floor can serve the building needs
of an imaginary inhabitation
4. Disruption:
The lithologist can never satisfy the desire to look
in the inner of the stone. Every new crash of the
hummer on the stone produces an assemblage of
fragments enclosed in themselves, revealing nothing, as it happened with the initial stone before the
crash. The disrupted stone reveals nothing more
than the reproduction of an unsatisfied desire
(Video *).

Video * https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTlw-MN7zt8

5. Stone Cultivation:
Stones are considered in their climatic, biological
and historical context. The lithologist experiments
on the interaction of stones to different climatic
contexts. He selects stones from different geological or historical backgrounds and exposes them to
new environmental conditions. He submerges the
stones in water and waits for results. In one case,
a ceramic relic taken from the western slopes of
the Acropolis, Athens, interacts with the desires of
the scientist: Vegetation appears and slowly grows
on the surface of this archaic, man-made ceramic
stone . Generalizing from this special occasion, we 1.
can think of the earth as a single stone, undergoing
the same process of stone - cultivation. This leads
us back to archaic practices that are far beyond the
divisions between nature and culture, between geology and archeology, even between history and 2.
life, as Friedrich Nietzsche once suggested in the
far past. Collecting and cultivating the stone, rather than measuring or anatomizing it is a final clue
to my ironic and naif assumptions. Thank you for
following them.
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